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abdication of Edward VIII (), –

Aberystwyth, and Wilson Chair, , ,


Acton, Lord, and The Whig Interpretation, ;
Butterfield on, , , , ; his
obsession with, –, –; other
references, , , –, , 

Annales school, the, ; see also, Bloch, Marc;
Braudel, Fernand

Annan, Noël, , , , , 

Armstrong, William, , 

Aron, Raymond, 

Asquith, H. H., 

Augustine, St, , , , , , , ;
and international relations, 

Baldwin, Stanley, , 

Barker, Ernest, , , 

Barraclough, Geoffrey; ; reacts against
Gerhard Ritter, –

Barth, Karl, , , 

Baur, Betty, 

Behrens, Betty, , , , , , , ;
and quarrel over official history, –

Bell, Coral, 

Benians, E. A., , 

Ben-Israel, Hedva, 

Berlin, Isaiah, , , 

Bernal, J. D., 

Best, Geoffrey, , 

Bible, the, and Old Testament, –, ; and
New Testament, ; other, 

Birdwood, Field Marshall Sir William, 

Bloch, Marc, , 

Boase, T. S. R.(‘Tom’), 

Bogle, Eve, , , , , , ; and
Linton Bogle, 

Bonaparte, Napoleon, special subject on, , ;
and Peace Tactics, 

Bradford, –, , , 

Braudel, Fernand, 

British Committee for the Study of International
Relations, – throughout, , 

Brogan, Denis, , , 

Brontë family, –, 

Brooke, John, 

Brooke, Z. N., , , , 

Bull, Hedley, and the British Committee, ,
, , , ; and theory, 

Bultmann, Rudolf, , , , ;
Butterfield studies him, –, 

Burkill, Charles, , , , , , ; and
Greta Burkill, 

Butterfield, Albert (father), –, , ; illness
and death, 

Butterfield, Arthur (brother), , , , –;
early death, 

Butterfield, Edith (‘Edie’) (sister), , , 

Butterfield, Giles, (nd son), , , , , ;
early worries about, ; his journey towards
suicide, –; the aftermath, , , ,
, , 

Butterfield, Herbert, birth, ; and youth in
Oxenhope, –; and his parents, –, ;
at school, –, –, ; his reading, , ;
his music, –, , , , ; his ambition,
, , ; his theology, –, , –,
; and the Gifford Lectures, –; and
Providence, , , , –; and
Methodism, –, , , ; student at
Peterhouse, –, –; research student,
–; and The Historical Novel, ; College
Fellow, ; Princeton and his American
sympathies, , –; loss of direction on
return, –; engagement and marriage,
–; his jealousies, –; his
contradictions, ; his smoking, –;
troubled relations with parents, , , –;
false allegations of impropriety, –; his
relationship with Joy Marc, –

throughout; sabbatical year (), , –;
commitment to historical thought, –;
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Butterfield, Herbert, birth (cont.)
his teaching, , –, ; his turn towards
Machiavelli, –; historiography and
relativism, , –; and ‘technical
history’, –; and biography as a form,
, –; and the Namier problem, ;
applies for chairs, –; his politics, –,
–, , –; and the Abdication crisis,
–; and the Third Reich, –, ,
– throughout; his lecture tour in Nazi
Germany (), –; theory of the state,
–; life in the Second World War, –,
; and Betty Behrens, –; his attitude to
the conduct of the war, –; on the
international system, ; and the Chair of
Modern History, , , ; his inaugural
lecture (), –; significance of the
Second World War for his biography, –,
–; his attitude to science as a form,
–, –; involved with Committee for
History of Science Lectures, , –, ;
on C. P. Snow and the Two Cultures debate,
–; on the idea of history as a science,
– throughout; his relationship to God,
–; and sermons, –; the importance
of personality, ; on avoiding arrogance
and cupidity, –, –, ; his Gifford
Lectures and religion, –, ; his images
of historical construction, –; his
involvement with Ireland and UCD, –;
turns away from Fox towards historiography,
–; his critique of Namier, –;
Butterfield at fifty, –; Master of
Peterhouse (–), , ; his conduct
as Master and Vice-Chancellor, –

throughout; Regius Professor of Modern
History (–), , ; family tensions,
–; his involvement with German
reconstruction after , –; the trauma
of his son’s suicide, –; Peterhouse ‘a very
congenial home’, –; origins of his theory
of historiography, –; his Wiles Lectures
(), –, –; and George III and the
Historians, –; his relations with E. H.
Carr, –; a widening sense of the world,
–, ; tensions in his thought about
International Relations, –, , –,
–; and his relations with the British
Committee, – throughout, –;
diplomatic history, –, , –, ; his
sympathy with Niebuhr, –; more
tensions at home, –, ; student
unrest, , , ; gives endowed lectures,
, –; declining years, illness and death,
– throughout. See also under other

family members; Cambridge University;
historical theory and method; Knowles,
David; Marc, Joy; Peterhouse; Princeton
University; University College, Dublin;
Williams, Desmond; Wormald, Brian

Butterfield, Mary (mother), –, , , 

Butterfield, Pamela (née Crawshaw) (wife), ,
, ; her family, –; early days of
marriage, –; clouds gathering, ; the
visit to Nazi Germany (), ; pregnant
with Robin, ; wartime evacuation of
children, ; her admiration for David
Knowles, ; her lack of admiration for
Desmond Williams, ; tensions at home,
–; and her son’s suicide, –, ; life
in the Lodge, –; her loneliness and plans
for Butterfield’s retirement, –; the last
years with her husband, , 

Butterfield, Peter (eldest son), , , , ,
, , , ; on parental tensions, ;
converts to Rome, 

Butterfield, Robin (youngest son), , , ,
, , , , 

Butterfield, Sir Frederick, 

Cam, Helen, , , 

Cambridge Historical Journal (later the Historical
Journal), Butterfield editing it, , –, ,
, , , 

Cambridge Modern History, supposed digest of,
; its modernism, 

Cambridge Review, , , , , 

Cambridge University and Butterfield, –, ,
; Vice-Chancellor (–), , , ,
, , , , , , ; Professor of
Modern History, ; inaugural, ; Regius
Chair of Modern History, , , , ;
his successor, . See also Peterhouse

Cambridge University and the Second World
War, –

Carlyle, Thomas, , 

Carr, E. H., , , , , ; and Wilson
Chair, ; Butterfield’s response to What Is
History?, –, ; refuses to chair British
Committee, , 

Catel, Jean, , 

Chadwick, Owen, , 

Chalmers, Robert, Lord, 

Chamberlain, Neville, , ; Butterfield’s
view of, –

Chatham House, see Royal Institute of
International Affairs

Christianity and History (), ; and
‘technical history’, , , , , ,
–, , , , ; origins and
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argument, –; reception, ; BBC and
; implications for International Relations,
, 

Christianity, Diplomacy and War (), ,
, , ; context and argument, –;
and America, 

Church of England, , , , , , ,
; Wormald and, 

Churchill, Winston, , ; Butterfield’s view
of, –

Clapham, Sir John, , , 

Clark, G. N., 

Cobban, Alfred, ; and French Revolution,


Cohen, I. Bernard, , , , 

Collingwood, R. G., , , 

Commager, H. S., 

Cornell University and the A. D. White Chair,
, , , 

Cowling, Maurice, , , , 

Crane, Hart, –

Crawley, Charles, 

Crombie, A. C., 

Czechoslovakia, Nazi invasion (), and Soviet
invasion (), 

Dakar, raid on (), –

De Gaulle, Charles, , 

De Valera, Eamonn, 

Dent, E. J., , 

Dickens, Charles, 

Dictionary of the History of Ideas, Butterfield’s
essay on the history of historiography, 

Dilthey, Wilhelm, , 

Diplomatic Investigations (), 

Dockhorn, Klaus, , , , , ,


Dudley Edwards, Robert (‘Robin’), , ,
, , , , , , , 

Eddington, Arthur, 

Einstein, Albert, 

Elliott, J. H., 

Elton, Geoffrey, , 

Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 

Encyclopaedia Hebraica, 

English School of International Relations, ,


Enlightenment, the, and Butterfield, 

Fascism, and Mussolini, , , 

Ferrero, Guglielmo, 

Fischer, Fritz, and Griff nach der Weltmacht,


Fontenelle, , 

Fox, Charles James, , , , , ; and
the unwritten biography, , , , ,
, –, , , , , , , ,


French Revolution, Butterfield on, , 

Furness, Sir Robert (‘Robin’), –

Galinsky, Hans, , 

Gasquet, Cardinal, , 

George III and the Historians (), , ,
–, 

George III, Butterfield and, , , , ,
, 

George III, Lord North and the People, ;
original proposal, ; the book’s appeal,
–; content and critique, –, 

Germany and its universities, ; and the Ritter
controversy, –; postwar years, –,
, –; visits, ; critic of Fritz Fischer,
; historiography and journals, , ;
Butterfield’s contacts there in later years,


Geyl, Pieter, , 

Gide, André, , , 

Gifford Lectures (–), –, , , ,
, , , , 

Gilbert, Felix, 

Gillott, Charles, 

Gooch, G. P., , , , , 

Göttingen historians, , , 

Grattan, Henry, 

Greene, Graham, 

Hall, A. Rupert, , , 

Halle, Louis J., 

Happold, F. Crossfield, –

Harnack, Adolf, , , –, , , ,
, 

Harrow School and Vellacott, 

Haworth, 

Heaton, Martha, , , , 

Hegelianism and Butterfield, 

Heidegger, ; and Bultmann, , –

Hildebrandt, Franz, 

Hinsley, Harry, 

Hinton, William, , 

Historical Association, , , , ;
Butterfield President of, , ; attempts
Irish version, –; anti-Namier
implications, 

historical theory and method, and
Temperley, , ; in the historical novel,
–; Rankean ideas, , ; causation and
agency, –, , ; history as thought,
–; in the Whig Interpretation, –;
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historical theory and method (cont.)
resisting relativism, , –, , , ;
and ‘technical history’, , , , ,
, , , ; biography, ; dislike of
‘theory’, , , , , –; ‘official
history’, , ; the glacier metaphor, ,
–, , , ; historical geography,
, –; on whig history as a genre, ;
his epistemology, , , ; and the nature
of historiography, –, –; history as a
scientific enquiry, –; throughout,
–, –, ; narrative and structure,
–, , ; and place in the reign of
George III, ; the history of consciousness,
–; critique of Namier’s method, –;
its decline, ; Butterfield’s mature theory of
history, – throughout; the turn towards
historiography, –; the persistence of
‘facts’, ; the ‘stereoscopic’ metaphor, ,
; theory of the state, –

historiography, history of, , , –

throughout; , 

History and Human Relations (), , ,


History of Parliament, 

Hitler, Adolf, see Third Reich
Hogan, James, 

homosexuality, and Hart Crane, –;
Butterfield’s tolerance of, , 

Hook, Sidney, and the woodenness of theorists,


Hoppen, Theodore, 

Howard, Michael, , , , ; and
British Committee, , 

Hudson, G. F., , 

Huizinga, Johan, 

Huxley, Julian, 

India, tour of, , 

International Association of Universities,
Butterfield and, 

International Congress of Historical
Sciences, , ; at Stockholm (), ,


international relations (IR), Butterfield’s
approach to, , –, ; balance of
power and limited conflicts, –, ;
Korean War and, ; and atomic bomb,
; and Christianity, ; unconditional
surrender, , , ; his elation at ‘realism’
as a doctrine, ; British policy, –;
Suez crisis, ; and British Committee for
the Study of International Relations, –,
; and the question of theory, –; later
years and, –

Ireland, Butterfield examining in, ; and the
link with University College, Dublin, ,
–; and George III, Lord North and the
People, , ; and Butterfield’s
historiographical ideas, ; the Commission
on Higher Education, , ; Dublin
Historical Association, –; Trinity
College, ; Ireland’s importance in
Butterfield’s life, –; dismay over the IRA,


Ito, Shuntaro, 

Jameson, Storm, friendship with Pamela
Butterfield, –

Japan, and pact with Nazi Germany, ; and
the atomic bomb, 

Jeans, James, , 

Jerusalem, and Richard Koebner, ;
Butterfield visits, 

Jews and anti-Semitism, 

Journal of the History of Ideas, , , 

Keens-Soper, Maurice, 

Keighley, , , , , , , ; the Trade and
Grammar School, –, , 

Kendrew, John, and Mack Smith, 

Kennan, George, , , 

Keynes, Richard, and his treatment by
Butterfield, 

Kitson Clark, George, , , , ,


Knowles, Dom David, ; and Peterhouse,
–, ; and Elizabeth Kornerup, –,
, ; other references , , , ,
, , 

Koebner, Richard, , 

Koestler, Arthur, , 

Koyré, Alexandre, , , 

La Popelinière, Lancelot Voisin de, 

Labour party, the, in the s, –

Lawrence, D. H., 

League of Nations, , , ; and
historiography, ; and Third Reich, ,
, , , , 

Leavis, F. R., , 

Liberty in the Modern World (), ,


Liddell Hart, Basil, 

Lloyd, Rosemary, and her marriage to Wormald,
, 

Lowes Dickinson, G., 

Lubbock, Roy, , , , 

Luther, Martin, in Whig Interpretation, , ;
and influence on Butterfield, –, 
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Machiavelli, Niccolò, , , , , –,
; and Chabod, 

Mack Smith, Denis, , , ; and
Butterfield’s treatment of him, 

MacKinnon, Donald, and the British
Committee, , , , ; his
unintelligibility, 

Magna Carta in the Historiography of the
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, (Stenton
Lecture), 

Man on his Past, ; origins and argument,
–

Manning, Charles, , 

Marc, Joy, her relationship with Butterfield,
– throughout; other references, –,
, , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , 

Marx and Marxism, , , , ;
Butterfield’s essay in Scrutiny (), –; as
‘retrogression’, ; and Cobban, ; and
revolution, , 

McIntire, C. T., , , , 

McLachlan, Jean, , 

Mehta, Ved, 

Meinecke, Friedrich, , , 

Methodism, and West Riding, –, , ,
–, , ; Butterfield’s relationship
with, , , –

Metternich, K. W. von, , 

Momigliano, Arnaldo, , , , 

Montanus, and Butterfield’s reading of him, 

Moody, Theodore, , , 

Moore, F. C., , 

Morgenthau, Hans, , , 

Munich Agreement (), ; Butterfield’s
response to, –, 

Mussolini, attacks Albania, 

Namier, Lewis, , , , , , , , ,
, , ; the ‘squadrons’, ;
Butterfield’s critique, –; and George III
and the Historians, –

Napoleon (), , –, , , , 

Neale, J. E., 

Needham, Joseph, , –, ; and History of
Science Lectures, , 

Niebuhr, Reinhold, , , , , –;
reviewed with Butterfield, 

Nock, Arthur, 

Nonconformity, , , , , , 

North, Lord (–), , , , , 

Nuremberg Laws (), 

O’Gorman, Frank, 

O’Sullivan, J. M., , , 

Oakeshott, Michael, , , , , , ,
, , , , ; and the Junior
Historians, ; and Rosemary Wormald,
, 

Official Histories of the Second World War, 

Oppenheimer, Robert, 

Origin of Modern Science (), content and
reception, –, , , , , , ,


Oxenhope, , –, , , –, , , ,
; its dark side, 

Oxford University, external examiner there, 

Pagel, Walter, , , 

Pares, Richard, , , , , ; reviews
George III, Lord North and the People, 

Perutz, Max, 

Peterhouse, Cambridge, , , , , , , ,
, , , ; character in the s, –,
, ; Butterfield writes entry for Victoria
County History, , ; impact of Second
World War, –; the link with University
College, Dublin, –; Vellacott’s last days,
; Butterfield as Master, , , –

throughout, , , , , ;
distinction and quietude, ; Butterfield’s
remains interred in its chapel, 

Pickthorn, Kenneth, 

Plumb, J. H., , , , , , , 

Pocock, J. G. A., , , 

Postan, M. M. (‘Munia’), , , , , ,
, , , 

Potter, G. R., , 

Power, Eileen, 

Powicke, Maurice, , 

Previté-Orton, Charles, , 

Priestley, J. B., 

Princeton University, , –, , , 

Providence, in Butterfield’s thought, , ,
, , , , 

Puritanism, and New England, ; and himself,
, 

Ranke, Leopold von, , , , , , ,
, , , , , , 

Rashdall, Hastings, 

Raven, Charles, , , , 

Reformation, the, in Whig Interpretation, ,
, , ; and Luther, –, ; and
Acton, 

Ritschl, Albrecht, –

Ritter, Gerhard, ; and his controversy with
Barraclough, –

Rockefeller Foundation, , , , ; and
the British Committee, , , 
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Roman Catholic Church, , , –, ,
; and Anglo-Catholics, , 

Romein, Jan, noted by Butterfield, 

Rossi, Pietro, argument against, 

Rowse, A. L., , 

Royal Institute of International Affairs
(‘Chatham House’), , 

Rupp, Gordon, , , 

Rusk, Dean, , , 

Russia, and Bolshevism, , ; and Japan,


Rutherford, Ernest, 

Sarton, George, , 

Sawston, retirement at, , , , , ,
; and death there, 

Schieder, Theodor, 

Schmidt-Hidding, Wolfgang, , 

Schramm, Percy, , 

science, Butterfield’s attitude towards, –,
, ; doubts about, –, , ; the
atom bomb and its use, ; Christianity
and, ; astronomical metaphors, –;
reflections on in later life, 

Scott, Sir Walter, 

Second World War, scepticism over its outbreak,
–

Seven Years’ War, , , ; Butterfield’s
lecture on, –

Sewell, Keith, , , , 

sex, and its place in society, –; Butterfield’s
critique of marriage, –

Sincerity and Insincerity in Charles James Fox
(Raleigh Lecture), 

Singer, Charles, 

Skinner, Quentin, 

Snow, C. P., and the Third Reich, –; the
Two Cultures debate, 

socialism, Butterfield’s flirtation with, 

Society of Junior Historians (Cambridge), ,
; Oakeshott and Butterfield resign from,


state, the, and Butterfield’s mistrust of it, ,
; as a construction of political ‘theory’,
–

Steber, Martina, 

Strachey, Lytton, 

Stubbs, William, 

Sumner, Humphrey, 

Sutcliffe, Halliwell, 

Talmon, J. L., , 

Tawney, R. H., and Whig Interpretation, ,
, , , 

Taylor, A. J. P., , , 

Temperley, Harold, , –, , , , ,
–, , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , ; and historical
‘science’, , , ; and Whig
Interpretation, ; and Butterfield’s
unwritten biography, , –, , ; and
Third Reich, ; premature death, , ,


Temple, William, , –

The Diversity of History (Butterfield’s Festschrift)
and its contributors, 

The Englishman and his History (), , ,
, , , ; its occasion and argument,
–

The Historical Novel (), –, 

The Peace Tactics of Napoleon (), , ,
–, , 

The Statecraft of Machiavelli () –, ,
; the argument, –

The Whig Interpretation of History (), , ,
, , , , , , ; origins and
argument, – throughout; ;
supposed ‘recantation’ of it, , , ; its
effect on Brian Wormald, , ; and
scientific method, ; and Acton, ; and
What is History?, 

theology, chapter  throughout; God around the
corner, ; and Montanus, ; and human
personality, 

Third Reich, the, and Hitler, , , ,
– throughout; and Butterfield’s
notorious lectures, –, , 

Thomas, Keith, 

Thompson, Kenneth, , , –, 

Tierney, Michael, 

Toynbee, Arnold, , , , , , ,


Trevelyan, G. M., and Whig Interpretation, ,
, –, , , , 

Trevor-Roper, Hugh, , , , , , 

unconditional surrender, doctrine of, and
Butterfield’s rejection of it, , 

United States, ; New York and Greenwich
Village, , ; and Cold War strategies, ,
; and Vietnam, , ; and policy in
Middle East, . See also Cornell University;
Princeton University; Rusk, Dean

University College, Dublin, , ; and
Peterhouse, –; and Desmond Williams,
, , . See also Ireland

Valéry, Paul, , 

Vellacott, Paul, and the young Butterfield,
–, ; at Harrow, , , , ; and
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Nazi Germany, –, ; becomes Master
of Peterhouse, ; illness and death, (),


Venturi, Franco, 

Versailles, Treaty of, and Butterfield’s contempt
for, , , , 

Vichy regime, 

Vico, G. B., and Butterfield’s stadial thought,


Vienna, with Joy Marc, –

Villa Serbelloni at Bellagio, , , , , ,
, , , , , 

Vincent, J. R., 

Wagner, Fritz, 

Walston, Harry and Catherine, 

Waltz, Kenneth, , ; and realism, –

Ward, Sir Adolphus, , , 

Watson, J. Adam, , , , , , ,
, , , ; and the British Committee,
; and The Origins of History, 

Weber, Max, 

Webster, Charles, , , , , , , 

Weizmann, Chaim, –

Wells, H. G., 

Wesley, John, , , , 

Wesleyan University, Butterfield’s visits, ,


West Riding (Yorkshire), –; economy,
–, –

Wheeler-Bennett, John, 

White, Hayden, 

Wiener, Philip, 

Wight, Martin, , , , , ;
encounters Butterfield, –; and Power
Politics, ; and British Committee, ; and
the idea of an international society, ; and
theory, , ; and Diplomatic
Investigations, ; recreates the British
Committee, –; death, , ; and
Butterfield’s Martin Wight Lecture (),
–

Wiles Lectures, origin of lectures, –; and
Cobban’s relativism, , , –, , ,


Willey, Basil, 

Williams, Desmond, , , , , ,
, , , , ; Butterfield’s role in
advancing his career, ; and the British
Committee, , , , 

Woodward, Llewellyn, 

Wordsworth, William, , 

Wormald, Brian, on Whig Interpretation, ;
his period of personal turbulence, –

throughout; other references, , , –,
, , , , , , , , , ,


Wormald, Patrick, 

Wrigley, E. A., 

Wyvill, Christopher, 

Yorkshire Association, , 

Zimmern, Alfred, , 
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